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Abstract- This study aims to determine the value of centripetal acceleration using phyphox app on Android, in terms of experimental and theoretical. Android is connected to a PC via the same WiFi network or using tethering by entering the search address available in the Phyphox application, after connecting the android is placed at the end of the electric motor, then the electric motor is driven with a circular path. The data collection process begins by running the Phyphox application through a PC to collect measurement data. Data collected on android exports to Ms Excel has done averaging techniques, the obtained angular velocity, centripetal acceleration, and time. The results of the experimental analysis showed centripetal acceleration values obtained from android \(a_c = 9.768429 \text{ m/s}^2\) and in theory obtained value \(a_c = 9.768996144 \text{ m/s}^2\) with error= 5.8040x10⁻².
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I. INTRODUCTION

Physics learning requires the skills of a teacher in transferring the knowledge he has to students so that students can understand the concept material they teach [1]. Studying physics can get through two approaches, analytical and experimental verification [2]. Therefore, in developing learning tools, a teacher is required to always make updates in applying learning methods in the classroom, so students can easily understand them both in terms of physical theory and experimental concepts.

Physics learning objectives include understanding and applying the scientific method of inquiry and design techniques to conduct research, solve problems, and the ability to do analysis; understand facts and concepts integrated into physics, and understand the relationship between science (physics), technology, and society [3]. However, in the current reality that most teachers teach physics is still limited to analytical theory, whereas the experimental evidence is still lacking because there are still many schools that do not have complete laboratory facilities to conduct laboratory. Presentation of learning materials without variation or lack of facilities and infrastructure is one of the obstacles in the delivery of material in the learning process [4] and requires quite expensive fees to say it. Therefore we need an alternative or solution to overcome this. One alternative that is used is to use existing smartphones in students as a learning medium. The choice of smartphone based on the growing trend of using Android among students where teachers can easily use it as a tool to do practical work in class without having to pay expensive fees.

In a survey of 132.7 million people carried out by Asosiasi Penyelenggara Jasa Internet Indonesia (Indonesia name) shows that the average Indonesian internet user uses Android and 18.4% or around 24.4 million including 10-24 years old. It shows that the number of Internet users at a young age, and there are about 69.8% of Internet users are among students [4]. With the survey results above, it is very appropriate for teachers in schools to be able to take advantage of this by directing students to use Android as a practical tool in the classroom.

Android is a new media that can use as an experimental tool to make it easier to analyze circular motion [5]. The flexibility of Android in integrating hardware components, among others, cameras, microphones, sensor tools accessories and others, as well as software development makes this mobile device potentially useful for conducting scientific experiments [6]. Besides android is a tool that many students have so that teachers are able to use this as a tool to help students understand physical concepts by doing a fun experiment using Android without having to charge students to hold tools and materials to support the practicum, whereas previous researchers have shown that Android can be used in circular motion as an experimental tool in teaching physics [7].

Android usage among young people widely spread and constant development of the technology with the availability of free applications on mobile phones it is easy to use in conducting experimental measurements and scientific demonstrations [8]. Moon et al., The use of smartphones in the classroom can increase student motivation to study science, especially physics [9]. As reported by Yunita et al., 86.67% of students has increased this value after using android and can improve students’ understanding of the material presented [10]. In addition, by using Android students can replace traditional learning methods towards more modern learning by integrating the data obtained and can be analyzed quickly [11].

Development of technology in the field of learning, especially physics learning, many sensors have emerged that integrated into the Android chip, let us say one of them is Android Phyphox. Phyphox is an application program that integrates various sensors on modern Android, such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and pressure sensors, as a basis for various experimental measurements [12]. Phyphox android apps have been selected for general physics teacher at the study site used to use android. In addition, the experimental results recorded by the sensor on the Phyphox application can be exported in Excel format, making it...
easier to share via Bluetooth, email, BBM, Share-it, Wi-fi, or WhatsApp. With this convenience, the opportunity to apply Android in learning will be more efficacious [13]. One small example that can use is in circular motion material, which is when a particle moves in a circle at a constant rate [14]. Circular motion is one of the materials in learning physics that can be explained by experiments; one of the quantities in a circular motion is centripetal acceleration. Newton was the first to recognize the importance of circular motion. He showed that if a particle moves with a constant velocity \( v \) in a circle of radius \( r \), the particle has a large acceleration \( v^2/r \) and head towards the centre of the circle. This acceleration is called centripetal acceleration [15]. However, some literature studies only focus on the aspects of circular motion without considering the centripetal acceleration.

Therefore, this is what underlies so that the authors are interested in studying theoretical studies on circular motion using the application of Phyphox

II. THEORETICAL REVIEW

A. Centripetal acceleration

In a circular motion, the magnitude of instantaneous acceleration equal to the square of the speed \( v \) divided by radius \( R \), the direction perpendicular to \( v \) and is along the radius. Because the acceleration always leads to the centre of the circle is often called centripetal acceleration [10]. An object that moves in a circle in a continuous circle will accelerate, although the speed remains the same \( (v_1 = v_2 = v) \) [16].

![Figure 1. A description of the acceleration of centripetal motion](image1.png)

Figure 1 illustrates the motion of a particle at a constant rate in a circular radius \( R \) concentrated \( C \). Particles moving from \( A \) to \( B \) during \( \Delta t \). Changes in velocity vector \( \Delta v \) during this time shown in Figure 1 (B) [15]. Figure 1 shown the conventional centripetal acceleration obtained using the following equations:

Relations centripetal acceleration and angular velocity:

\[
a_c = r\omega^2
\]

\[
a_t = r\omega_t^2
\]

Under certain conditions the speed will change due to the effect of friction, friction will cause a slowdown in rotation. Constant angular velocity \( (\omega_0) \) will change to \( (\omega_t) \), so the equation becomes:

\[
\omega_t = \omega_0 + \alpha t
\]

Centripetal acceleration depends on \( \omega^2 \) in equation (1) So the equation is obtained as follows: Substitution equation (2) to equation (1)

\[
a = r\omega^2
\]

\[
a = r\omega_t^2
\]

\[
\omega_t = \omega_0 + \alpha t
\]

\[
a = r(\omega_0 + \alpha t)^2
\]

\[
a = r(\omega_0^2 + 2\omega_0\alpha t + \alpha^2 t^2)
\]

\[
a = r\alpha^2 t^2 + r2\omega_0\alpha t + a_0 + r\omega_0^2
\]

In uniform circular motion is always accelerating towards the center, the acceleration is called centripetal acceleration [15], the direction of the acceleration is always perpendicular to the instantaneous velocity and the value of the centripetal acceleration is always constant, while the circular motion changes irregularly still using the equation (see equation 1) but because the value of linear velocity changes for each different point in its movement, the centripetal acceleration value is not constant [14]

B. Phyphox

The phyphox application (as an acronym for physical telephone trials) and released on the Google Play Store and Apple’s App Store in September 2016 [17]. Phyphox is a free website and application for use on PC, Android and IOS. Phyphox (in English and German) is a blog, wiki, and a list of physics experiments that can use with Android, some of them are available to see how the app works [12].

![Figure 2. App views Phyphox](image2.png)

Phyphox is one application that is very helpful in conducting physics experiments. In the Phyphox application, we can utilize sensors related to physical materials, including materials related to acoustics, mechanics, and chronometers [18]. Phyphox is an application that makes it easy to analyze and collect data quickly.
and efficiently [15]. This application can activate from an Android or tablet. Data reading can be a problem if the screen is not visible because this device is sure to be placed on a moving object; for that has been provided mirroring mode (“remote access”) directly on the computer.

![Figure 3. Tablet share the screen with PC [19]](image)

In order to get mirroring is necessary to ensure a PC connected via Wi-Fi networks on the same network (or connected via tethering). This application also provides a private IP address that is inserted directly into the PC’s browser that enables remote access to connect with mobile devices [18]. Students can see the data collected during the experiment, but they need to export data to a computer to carry out further data analysis for numerical integration in spreadsheet software such as Excel [12]. Using an acceleration sensor it must be considered that the sensor measures the acceleration in a moving system. Therefore, the device displays centrifuges rather than centripetal acceleration values [20].

In this study, we measured the extent of the vector. Using a phyphox application to find the value of centripetal acceleration, it should be noted several things like the following, if in the process of data collection should be ensured Android position is placed at rest on the medium used, the vibration of the medium used is very influential on the sensor readings in obtaining data on android.

### III. METHODOLOGY RESEARCH

**A. Tools and materials**

Tools and materials used are Android, electric motors, Acer notebooks, and Phyphox applications

**B. Experimental Procedure**

Experimental procedures in this study start from:

![Figure 4. Scheme research procedures](image)

1) Preparation

The preparatory stage begins with installing applications on Android Phyphox, enable remote access on Android to connect with a PC via the same wifi network or connect via tethering, Phyphox application provides a private IP address that can enter into a PC browser where remote access can connect to a mobile device, prepare an electric motor that will move in a circle then Android is placed on an electric motor, measuring the length of the radius from the centre of the circle to the Android position

2) Data Collection Phase

Design tools used in data retrieval:

![Figure 5. Experimental design](image)

Information Figure 5:
1. Notebook Acer
2. Android vivo Y31
3. Stapper

3) Data analysis

From the results of data retrieval using Android exported to Microsoft Excel, produces several quantities, including time \( t \), angular velocity \( \omega \) and centripetal acceleration \( a_c \). Furthermore, from the data, an average technique is used to find the value of centripetal acceleration and plotted in graphical form to produce graphs of the relationship of centripetal acceleration and angular velocity with time.

4) Reading Charts

From the results of the data plotted in graph form relationships centripetal acceleration and angular velocity versus time is analysed by looking at the relationship chart it can conclude from the experimental results obtained by using the application phyphox

### IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This study was conducted experiments to calculate the value using the centripetal acceleration phyphox application on Android. In the process of data collection must be ensured that no excessive vibration on the electric motor because it will affect the Android sensor data collection process.

In the process of data retrieval, a centripetal acceleration relationship with time and angular velocity with time displayed on a PC connected to Android, this process begins with running the Phyphox application, then the Android sensor will start retrieving data from the start until it is turned off in the form of a graph, the sample graph represented on the retrieval of data on Phyphox application shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.
After the data obtained are exported in the form of Microsoft Excel for analysis. From these results, an average technique is used to find the average value of each quantity generated from Android to be used in theoretical calculations and to find the centripetal acceleration value of the experimental results by using the standard technique. The experimental results obtained as in Table 1.

**Table 1. The experimental results of the Android**

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$t$</td>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>$a_c$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22,34621</td>
<td>1.881667</td>
<td>9.768429</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha = \Delta \omega / \Delta t$</td>
<td>-0.00186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 obtained the results of measurements using Android on an electric motor using the standard technique in Microsoft Excel obtained. The description of the centripetal acceleration relation to time and angular velocity to time can be view in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

Based on Figure 9 concluded that the electric motor used in this experiment to apply the concept of uniform circular motion ($\omega_0$), but in the process of taking data takes place influences from outside so that the movement of an electric motor turns into circular motion changes irregularly ($\omega_t$), so it can be seen in the chart Figure (8).

The values of quantities obtained from measurements taken by android are included in equation (3) to prove the theory, with the terms of the radius $r = 0.15$ meters, so that the centripetal acceleration values obtained by $a_c = 9.768996144 \text{ m/s}^2$. Then the centripetal acceleration values, in theory, is $9.768996144 \text{ m/s}^2$. From the analysis of centripetal acceleration using experiments and theories have in common with the error value $5.8040 \times 10^5$. 

There are several things that can cause the accuracy of the data is less precise, among others, the case of vibration on experimental device because the researchers used a stepper motor as the driving means of the position holder android on an electric motor that is less straight in the vertical direction, and tilt position notch tools are not evenly floor causing changes in the speed of the electric motor.

V. Conclusion

From the results of the study showed that phyphox applications on Android could use as a tool of physics experiments and scientific demonstrations both in class and can use at home, so it helps without having to pay expensive in doing practical work. From the research that has done centripetal acceleration values obtained through the application phyphox and compared with the results obtained from the theory has a perfect similarity with a minimal error value.
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